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introduction

Designed to TFWA Care funds
be different good causes
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE
is designed to be different. Not
just because it is an event with a
specific focus on Asia Pacific, but
also because of the strategic way
in which it brings brands, retailers
and airport authorities together.
This ethos is particularly evident on
the trade floor. Unlike other events,
all industry stakeholders have the
opportunity to exhibit; this year,
for example, one of the world’s
biggest travel retailers, Korean Air,
exhibits for the first time, joining one
of the world’s biggest travel retail
landlords – and a long-time exhibitor
– Singapore Changi Airport.

aim of this week. Events such as the
Pool Party at the Mandarin Oriental, the
Welcoming Cocktail at Raffles, Sunday’s
Golf Tournament and the incredible
Singapore Swing Party tonight, are fun
experiences, but more than that they are
ways to forge bonds between the duty free

TFWA Care was created by TFWA some years ago with the
mission of providing support to humanitarian organisations
or charities for tangible, sustainable end-to-end projects
which will benefit people around the world, especially
women and children, and which will enable recipients to
help themselves to improve their lives.

and travel retail community, bringing it
closer together socially and emotionally,
as well as commercially.
TFWA’s communication activities play an
essential role in attracting brand owners

For 2011 the Management Committee
of TFWA has decided to provide
funding to six charitable organisations
as part of its TFWA Care programme.

and other industry stakeholders to TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

Toutes a l’Ecole will use the donation from

Although final numbers for the week are

TFWA Care to provide an education for

not yet available, early indications suggest

underprivileged girls at Happy Chandara school

that this event has brought together

near Phnom Penh in Cambodia.

an encouraging number and profile of

The Lotus Flower Trust will fund an English

Creating the right climate for fruitful

visitors, and a record number of new and

language college in Ladakh in northern India.

discussions and providing opportunities to

returning exhibitors. TFWA will continue to

The remote location of the village and the

make business is another element of that

develop and hone its communication tools

inability of the young people to speak English

strategy. The ONE2ONE meetings service –

– including the new E-Voice newsletter,

limits their ability for further education and

offering private, pre-scheduled meetings,

improved website coverage, frequent PR

for work and trade with the international

Cosmetic Executive Women will use its

bringing together exhibitors, operators and

updates and the interactive Online Guide – to

community. The Rett Syndrome Research

donation to fund beauty treatments for

key Asia Pacific airport authorities – is an

ensure that it carries on attracting the right

Trust requested funding to conduct a

seriously ill women in the Institut Gustav

example of TFWA’s continuing efforts to

mix of participants.

medical research project into severe autistic

Roussy hospital in France.

maximise the effectiveness of this event.

Our marketing mission is to identify,

disorders in children.

Finally, TFWA Care has pledged funds to La

The number of returning participants and

anticipate and satisfy the needs and

TFWA Care will also contribute to the Institute

Fondation Motrice which conducts research into

the sheer volume of people subscribing to

expectations of our members, exhibitors and

for Livelihood, Education and Development

cerebral palsy which affects one in 450 children.

the service this year show that the industry

visitors. We hope that we have succeeded

(iLead) for a professional training project for

The members of the TFWA Board and

wants this kind of initiative.

in that goal this week and, in the process,

disadvantaged youths in Trivandrum, India.

Management Committee are:

Giving the industry the opportunity

brought the industry – and the marvellous

to expand business networks and

opportunities in Asia Pacific – just a little bit

Board:

strengthen relationships is another key

closer together.

Erik Juul-Mortensen.........................President.......................................................................................... TFWA
Frederic Garcia-Pelayo.....................VP Finance...................................................................... INTERPARFUMS
Sylvie Lavagno...................................VP Marketing................................................ CHRISTIAN DIOR PARFUMS
Thom Rankin.....................................VP Conferences and Research......................DUFRI INTERNATIONAL BV
Alessandra Visconti..........................VP Corporate............................................................................ REFLECTA
Erik Thomsen....................................VP Commercial................................................. WILLIAM GRANT & SONS

Our marketing
mission is to
identify, anticipate
and satisfy

Management Committee:

Sylvie Lavagno
Vice-President Marketing, TFWA

TFWA World Exhibition
2011 change
of dates
Please note that the new dates for this
year’s TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes are
18-23 September 2011, instead of October
as previously announced. The change of

Andrew Carter.............................................................................. BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL DIVISION
Alain Bonardo...........................................................................................................BONARDO TRAVEL RETAIL
James Perry....................................................................................................... BROWN FORMAN BEVERAGES
Hervé Ducros......................................................................................................................................... CHANEL
Béatrice Heudier....................................................................................................................................CLARINS
Paolo Bevegni..........................................................................................................................COLLISTAR S.p.A.
Manou Heitzmann-Massenez.............................................................................. DISTILLERIE G.E. MASSENEZ
Loris Bellarmi.................................................................................................................ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA
Jean-Charles Seité................................................................................ ESTEE LAUDER INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
Philip Gerzon......................................................................................................................GERZON DUTY FREE
Carla Guiducci..........................................................................................................................GIORGIO ARMANI
Steven Candries.....................................................................................................................................GUYLIAN
Ségolène Audras-Verdillon............................................HERMES VENTES AUX VOYAGEURS - TRAVEL RETAIL
Georg Faisst................................................................................................................................ HUGO BOSS AG
Arie Slinger.......................................................................................................... IMPERIAL TOBACCO LIMITED
Santiago Llairo......................................................................................................................... JTI TRADING S.A.
Priscilla Beaulieu.......................................................................KALOO, CLAYEUX & COROLLE BY THE M.E.C.
Eric Tarral...................................................................................................L'OREAL PRODUITS DE LUXE INT'L
Donatienne de Fontaines-Guillaumes..................................................................................MOET & CHANDON
Philip Geeraert.....................................................................................................................................NEUHAUS
Christian Vonthron............................................................................................. OETTINGER DAVIDOFF GROUP
Nadia Skouri........................................................................................................................................... OXYGEN
Lisa Prass........................................................................................................PROCTER & GAMBLE PRESTIGE
Patrick Bouchard......................................................................................................................................... PUIG
Matthew Hodges....................................................................................... REMY COINTREAU INTERNATIONAL
Nick Woodward................................................................................................................SAGATIBA EUROPE BV
Massimo Barzaghi...................................................................................................... SALVATORE FERRAGAMO
Lionel Ehrmann...................................................................SOCIETE DES PRODUITS MARNIER LAPOSTOLLE
Alexandra Schimel-Fila............................................................................................................................... ZILLI

timing follows the announcement by French
President Nicolas Sarkozy that the City of
Cannes has been chosen as the venue for
the G20 meeting in early November 2011.

Social event figures
503 delegates attended Sunday’s Welcoming Cocktail. 330 delegates attended last night’s Pool Party.
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Pool party

01 Herve De Bernis, worldwide
duty free agent, Antica Murrina
Veneziana and worldwide duty
free agent, Brosway; Mohammed
Snoussi, travel retail director,
Pal Zileri; Vika Burtseva, head
category luxury goods, Dufry; and
John Kilmartin, travel retail agent,
Fashion World Brands.
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01

02 Bao Yan Mei, director and
Change Ye, staff, YunNan Airports
Group Co, Ltd.
03 Willams Besse, area sales
manager, Frederique Constant;
Nanouck Ickroth, junior sales
manager, Sea & Sky Supply;
and Ralph Simons, commercial
director, Frederique Constant.

02

03

04 Mr and Mrs Anthony Budd,
managing director, Diverse Flavours,
with Jacobsens Bakery’s Jan Jacobsen,
managing director, and Hatthaya
Santisettachai, representative.
05 Buddy Retail Private Limited's
Ankur Mahajan, director, and Arvinder
Kaur, GM business development; and
Sharad Sachdeva, head – retail & duty
free, Delhi International
Airport Limited.

04
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Pool party

pool partҮ

Guests spent their free time chilling out at the Pool Party at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel last night.
With Tai Chi, astrology and soothing massages on offer, as well as a delicious barbecue, guests enjoyed
the chance to network while admiring the stunning views of Singapore.
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exhibitor addendum

Exhibitor
addendum
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DFNI Awards

Fashion & Accessories

K9 – Fratelli Rossetti
Via Cantu 24

The winners of the 2011 DFNI Awards for Travel
Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific.

The 2011 DFNI
Awards for Travel
Retail Excellence
in Asia/Pacific took
place last night.

20015 Parabiago (MI)
Italy
Tel:.......................................... +33 6 07 45 82 71
E-mail:.................................... sophie.weber@rossetti.it
Web:........................................ www.fratellirossetti.com
Contact:................................... Giovanni Bonatti - General Manager, Worldwide
Sophie Weber - Area Manager, Asia/Travel Retail

Jewellery & Gifts

E02 – AM International
Ringstrasse 2

Nuance-Watson Asia was a multiple winner last night. Alessandra Piovesana, regional managing director, NuanceWatson Asia, said: “These awards have always been meaningful. It is good to be recognised by the industry. This time it
is even more important, as this is a year of tenders for us – we are engaging in many developments. We are especially
pleased to win Asia/Pacific Travel Retailer of the Year, as this gives extra impetus and motivation to our people.”

61476 Kronberg
Germany
Tel:.......................................... +49 172 6872901
E-mail:.................................... wolf@am-international.de
Web:........................................ www.am-international.de

The winners

Contact:................................... Wolf Ayen - Managing Director, Worldwide excl. Americas
Klaus Mellin - Director, Worldwide excl. Americas
Victor Garcia - Vice President (CTI International Group), Americas

A29 – Elle (Topbrands)

Best Fashion, Leathergoods &
Accessories Travel Retailer in
Asia/Pacific

Best Travel Retailer Operating in
a Single Country in Asia/Pacific

Nuance Watson (Hong Kong), A member

Nuance Watson Asia – Singapore Changi Airport

of Nuance Watson Asia – Hong Kong
International Airport

Middle East Travel Retailer of
the Year

Most responsible Travel
Retailer in Asia/Pacific

Dubai Duty Free

King Power International Group – Bangkok

Best New Shop Opening
in Asia/Pacific

Topbrands (HK) Ltd
Suite 703 7/F, Harbour Centre Tower II
8 Hok Cheung Street
Hunghum

Suvarnabhumi International Airport

Kowloon

LS travel retail ASPAC and Aelia Duty Free

Hong Kong

Best Fragrances & Cosmetics
Travel Retailer in Asia/Pacific

Tel:.......................................... +852 2362 6300

Nuance Watson (Singapore), A

E-mail:.................................... tammy@elle-time.com, info@elle-time.com

member of Nuance Watson Asia –

Web:........................................ www.elle-time.com, www.ellejewelry.com

Singapore Changi Airport

Contact:................................... Tammy Gorali - Sales, Worldwide
Kim Chen - Sales, Worldwide
Guido Jenniges - Sales Representative, Worldwide

– The Fashion Gallery – Singapore Changi
Airport Terminal 2

Airport Authority in Asia/
Pacific with the Most Supportive
Approach to Travel-Retail

Best Food & Confectionery
Travel Retailer in Asia/Pacific

Changi Airport Group

Nuance Watson (Hong Kong), A member
of Nuance Watson Asia – Hong Kong

Best Website Serving the Asia/
Pacific Travelling Consumer

International Airport

Nuance Watson (Hong Kong) - A member of

Wine & Spirits

Nuance Watson Asia

P02 – Douglas Laing & Co Ltd

Best Liquor Travel Retailer in
Asia/Pacific

18 Lynedoch Crescent

DFS Group – Singapore Changi Airport

Best New Product Launch in
Asia/Pacific
Talika – Light Duo

Glasgow G3 6EQ
United Kingdom
Tel:.......................................... +44 141 333 9242
Fax:......................................... +44 141 333 9245
E-mail:.................................... fred.laing@douglaslaing.com
Web:........................................ www.douglaslaing.com
Contact:................................... Fred Laing - Joint Managing Director, Global Duty Free
Stewart Laing - Joint Managing Director, Europe/Far East
6 – TFWA DAILY

Nuance Watson (Singapore), A member of

Best Gifts Travel Retailer in
Asia/Pacific

Asia/Pacific Supplier of the Year

Nuance Watson (Hong Kong), A member

Estée Lauder Travel Retailing

of Nuance Watson Asia – Hong Kong
International Airport

Asia/Pacific Travel Retailer of
the Year

Best Inflight Travel Retailer of
the Year in Asia/Pacific

Nuance Watson (Hong Kong), A member of

Korean Air

Nuance Watson Asia

leisure and social activities
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social scene

TFWA Asia
Pacific Bar

Wednesday 18 May, 19:30
Tanjong Beach Club (Sentosa)
The Singapore Swing Party
is traditionally a highlight of
the week. This year sees a
spectacular circus theme, with

Wednesday 18 May to Thursday 19 May

the magic and mystery of the

08:00-19:30, Suntec, Level 3

Asian Circus taking place at
the stunning surroundings of

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is the ideal

the Tanjong Beach Club and its

networking location within the venue and

seafront, poolside terrace. The

can be found on Level 3 of the Suntec

entertainment promises to be a

Centre. Badge holders can use the Bar for

combination of traditional and

meetings during breakfast and lunch, and

modern performances, which

once the exhibition closes it becomes a

will provide the perfect climax

vibrant after-hours venue.

to a busy week of business.
Breakfast served from
Dress code: Smart (please no jeans,

08:00 to 09:30

shorts or flip-flops).
Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00
Entrance by invitation only.

(last orders at 14:15)

A shuttle service will be available
from all major hotels.

Bar from 18:00 to 19:30
Badge holders only
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Join the
glitterati
From the future Queen of England showing off her Clogau
gold wedding band, to Mad Men actress January Jones
rocking her Versace watch and Misaki’s hip Pearl Your Life
campaign engaging young urbanites around the globe; helping
consumers to find an emotional connection to your jewellery
or watch brand has never been so important. Faye Rowe asks
suppliers to share their best advice.
It takes a huge amount of time, effort
and creativity to build a brilliant range
of products, but it’s not until you have
the items in your hands that the hard
work really begins.

or convenience, then that loyalty is spurious.
Consumers will switch when a competing
brand delivers on these parameters but also
engages emotionally with the consumer.”
Clogau is the perfect example of a brand
that has captured the hearts and minds

“The jewellery market has become much

of people all around the world. The recent

more competitive. Whether it’s charms,

surge in interest in the brand is due to

gold, semi-precious gemstones or costume

Britain’s Royal wedding.

jewellery; it simply isn’t enough to put it

“Ever since the engagement was announced

in a nice box on a nice display and leave

in November 2010, there has been an

sales to chance,” said David Butler, head of

unprecedented interest in Royal wedding

international sales, Clogau (Stand B8). “In

traditions, including the use of Welsh gold

order for a brand to ensure longevity it must

for Royal brides,” said Butler. Indeed,

build advocacy and loyalty with consumers,

wedding rings for the Queen Mother (1923),

and consumers respond to brands on many

HM The Queen (1947), Princess Margaret

levels. If loyalty is built on purely rational,

(1960), The Princess Royal (1973) and Diana

albeit important, evaluations such as price

Princess of Wales (1981) were made from

01

precious metal mined from the Clogau St
David’s mine in Bontddu in North Wales.
“All rings were made from the same
nugget,” said Butler. “We’re incredibly
fortunate that brand awareness and
the demand for Clogau gold has grown
significantly in the lead-up to the wedding
and we have tailored our jewellery and
marketing collateral to reflect this. However,
prior to this we began a re-branding
exercise to take Clogau beyond Wales, which
is undoubtedly its strongest market.”
Clogau’s new Spring/Summer 2011 portfolio
contains collections such as Kensington (a
filigree collection inspired by Kensington
Palace gate), Royal Roses (a blush gold
and diamond suite) and Lillibet (a delicate
white gold and sapphire collection inspired
by the jubilee of HM The Queen). So far,
new listings with key travel retail partners,
including World Duty Free, has resulted in
+92% growth for the company on last year.
01 Escale anticipates
growth for Versace in Asia,
the Middle East and Eastern
Europe, where the brand is
in high demand.
02 Frey Wille is very active in
Asia Pacific with companies
and teams in China, Hong
Kong and Taiwan.

02

Another example of a brand that has
achieved double-digit growth as a result
of engaging consumers with a lifestyle is
Versace (Stand D27). “Luxury brands such
as Versace are aspirational and we’ve been
teaming up with extraordinary celebrities
such as Madonna, Demi Moore, Halle Berry,
Patrick Dempsey and Gisele Bunchen,”
said Caroline Cheung, president, Escale
TFWA DAILY – 11
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BBJ. The show apartment at the Plaza Hotel

fulfil new demands, with creations in harmony

there and brands have to compete hard to

in New York and the Thomson Apartment, one

with their modern lifestyle.”

win the hearts, and dollars, of consumers.”

of the most exclusive residential addresses

On top of this, a big part of Misaki’s evolution

Toscow (Stand L29) is noticing that

in Shanghai, are also decorated with Versace

has been its communication strategy

companies in other sectors, such as leather

furniture and home accessories.”

incorporating celebrities. For instance, to

goods are moving into the jewellery and

Film stars and celebrities often wear

mark its entry into the US market, Misaki

watches market with a view to providing a

Versace on the red carpet or for high

participated at the Golden Globes 2011 as

total lifestyle package to consumers and

profile events, which lends the brand high

the exclusive pearl jewellery brand to the

maximise sales opportunities. However,

visibility, as does its abundance of coverage

GBK’s Luxury Gift Lounge. Being present

Toscow has no plans to diversify. “While

(advertising and editorial) in top fashion

at this important media and fashion event

we believe this would open up more

magazines around the world.

helped to develop Misaki’s reputation as a

opportunities, on the other hand it will dilute

The strategy is working for those in the

trendy, modern brand.

the brand identity,” said Francis Ng, general

midmarket too. Misaki (Stand G31), for

As of May, Misaki will also be associated

manager, Toscow. “We would like to keep

instance, has pioneered a completely new

with an agency specialising in red carpet

our offering to jewellery only as we want

concept with its ‘Pearl Your Life’ philosophy.

events. Here, celebrities are active

customers to know that they are buying from

Its latest Urban Amazon collection, designed

promoters of the brands they are wearing

a company that is dedicated to jewellery.

to celebrate the power of women today, can

and this translates into phenomenal PR.

However, it is natural that the company also

(representing Versace and Guess). “This

be viewed in a digital catalogue at book.

year’s Versace spokeperson is January

misaki.com, which features a short video

Selling a lifestyle

Artesian brand, which specialises in life

Jones, who is an inspiration with the

offering viewers a behind-the-scenes peek

It is important to note that while many

care jewellery products such as germanium

glamour and chic sexiness that she exudes

into the making of the Urban Amazon photo

suppliers are finding success through

bracelets and necklaces.”

through her Mad Men character. Not only

shoot. Just one viewing of the sexy, stylish

connections with famous personalities,

Tateossian (Stand L21) takes a similar

has January Jones worn Versace at the

footage is enough to make any young woman

there are others who are winning sales by

stance. “At Tateossian, we do not have an

Academy Awards, but she is also featured in

want to run out and buy the entire collection.

focusing only on the essence of a lifestyle.

advertising campaign, nor do we endorse

the Versace advertising campaign.”

“The jewellery and watches category has

“Watches today are perceived more and

celebrities as a way of presenting our brand

Versace’s luxury proposition has also been

clearly diversified its offer over the past few

more as a fashion accessory – like jewellery

image and lifestyle,” said Robert Tateossian,

enhanced through its association with

years,” said Karine Arneodo, head of marketing

– and consumers now commonly own

managing director and founder, Tateossian.

Lamborghini for a special edition version of

and communication, Misaki. “The market has

several models. Their choices are now often

“Instead, we use our boutiques as a medium

the LP640 Murcielago. “Versace is not just

definitely changed, pushed by the economic

dictated by the different lifestyles that each

to present our brand’s lifestyle, which is a

about fashion, it is about luxury in every aspect

configuration, but above all by consumers’

brand represents, which may or may not

much more cost-effective way. Through our

of life,” said Cheung. “A first in the aviation

expectations to treat themselves and to

also be influenced by celebrity status,” said

stores we are able to show an entire range

industry, Versace has also collaborated on

consider these pieces as essential accessories

Richard Kennedy, group sales & marketing

of products in a unique, innovative way,

the design and manufacture of exclusive

and being part of their style. More than

director, Scorpio (Stand K28). “That may be

reflecting our brand’s DNA to customers and

interiors for prestigious private jets such as

jewellery or timepieces of some sort, creativity,

sporty, sophisticated, cool, urban… the list

allowing them to completely buy into our

the Bombardier Global Express or Boeing

know-how and designs have been combined to

is endless. It’s a very competitive market out

brand image.”

needs to expand. That’s why we created the

03 Toscow’s colourful
Glitzy Ritzy collection is
ideal for all occasions. The
company’s latest creation,
Paradise Garden, is based
on a winning formula
of mixing and matching
colourful crystals – this time
with crystal flowers.
04 David Butler, head of
international sales, Clogau:
“You only have to look at any
of the big airline brochures
to see how important
jewellery and watches are
today. They fill a significant
part of the brochure, have
high price points and are
small in size and light in
weight, which is critical with
current fuel costs.”

04
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Engaging the customer with a strong retail
display is something that all suppliers agree
is crucial.

The main challenge for Misaki has been finding a
way to present a POS which creates an exclusive
environment that complements the product.

“The way we display our products and
the way our front line staff communicate
with our consumers are all-important
elements to the success of our business,”
said Alex Chaves, managing director, Equss
(Stand G18). “Consumers don’t just buy
the products for what they are. With every
purchase they make, they are consuming the
brand and the lifestyle that is communicated
to them when they shop in the stores. In
this respect, frontline staff are our eyes
and ears. By listening and observing at the
store, we have a better understanding and a
quicker response to the consumer needs.”
Misaki’s travel retail strategy has been
to focus on time and space and so it has
created the Cash & Carry concept, which
makes it quick and easy for shoppers to
make a purchase.
Forging a connection with shoppers in the
limited space you have can be a challenge,
but there are tried and tested solutions.
“How you display in travel retail is very
important otherwise the exercise is counter
productive,” said Wessam El Mona, duty
free manager, Frey Wille (Stand J30). “In
places where we have a smaller POS,
we select the best sellers. Thanks to the
global statistics we receive from our shops
worldwide, we can somehow arrange a low
risk assortment.”
“There are a variety of uses for smaller POS
displays,” agreed Butler. “They’re excellent
for drawing the consumer’s attention to new

craftsmanship, therefore a good product

and/or iconic pieces when used to create

shot is critical to help to boost sales,” said

satellite displays in-store.”

Ng. “Jewellery is small in size and so large

Versace’s display material is modular

posters or lightboxes would be able to show

so can be adjusted both in height and

customers our craftsmanship and details to

width to accommodate any size POS. “We

stimulate their shopping desire.

attract the customers via impactful visual

For smaller POS, such as gondolas,

transparencies and display material in-store

spinners and wall units, due to the size

videos feature footage from Versace fashion

limit, we would have our products packed in

shows and images of the latest watches

window boxes. This saves space as all the

collection,” said Cheung.

boxes are closed although the customers

Toscow is also a fan of using powerful

are able to see the products without having

visuals and counts good product shots as

to open the box. As with most of the smaller

its most effective promotional tool. “Most

POS we would not have our own sales staff

customers buy jewellery for its design and

and there is no need for sales assistance as
the jewellery is all packed and ready to go.”

Scorpio has recently added Swiss brand Jacques
du Manoir to its portfolio, for which it has exclusive
distribution rights for inflight and travel retail
sales worldwide.

In spaces that do lend themselves to largerscale promotions, you have more options
at your disposal. “Customers still purchase
luxury items, but they want to make sure
that the investment they are making on
certain products is valuable,” said El Mona.
“Accordingly, many brands are working
harder for better presentation of their
portfolio in order to attract the smaller
segment of luxury goods consumers. Frey
Wille’s creative shop fit outs and well-trained
sales staff effectively convey the brand ethos
of producing decorative art jewellery.”
Clogau has recently launched a Brand
Ambassador scheme where sales people
are appointed, trained and then incentivised
to drive sales and brand awareness
through a structured approach. “We can’t
underestimate the value of working in
partnership with brand-trained, enthusiastic
and incentivised sales people,” said Butler.
Clogau also has web pages dedicated to the
travel retail channel at www.clogau.com/

14 – TFWA DAILY
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travel-retail where it presents the brand as a

on the importance of presentation and

The latest trends

interchangeable straps. Generally, for men,

global entity and suggests winning products

merchandising which will then engage the

Taking a look at the different styles and

chronographs are still hugely successful

for airlines, as well as presenting all the

consumer,” said Kennedy. “Over the past

trends emerging in this category, Misaki

and in demand, while we have received very

marketing tools that are available to its

year we have introduced POS display and

is confident that women are seeking more

positive feedback for our new Aviator ladies

customers to help them promote the brand

merchandising units for ground shops to

masculine-looking watches to reflect

watches. Men also love gadgets, as we

and increase sales.

enable consumers to more closely interact

their powerful status in the world. “We

know. Hence, gadget watches, such as the

Scorpio represents various different brands

with the brand and to self-select. We have

believe that key to being competitive in

SWAP watch and our range of 01 Binary and

and tailors its strategy to best suit each

these for Aviator, Avalanche, Pierre Cardin

this sector is coming up with creative and

Dice Watches are also extremely popular.

one. “Our goal is to continue working with

and Time Design watches and believe they

innovative products that retain people’s

For jewellery, the trend is towards delicate

airport retailers to embrace our philosophy

are crucial to boosting sales.”

interest,” said Arneodo. For instance, the

designs with continued emphasis on the use

Rather than having boutiques or shop-in-

new Spring-Summer collection ‘Tropical

of stones, crystals and charms.”

shops for jewellery or watches, Scorpio

Temptation’ showcases a diversity of shapes

Toscow’s multi-coloured crystal jewellery

prefers to deal with the various expert

in a kaleidoscope of colours, from gold to

and 18K gold Tahitian Pearls have always

companies in the field who specialise in

lime and ruby red. Misaki is also launching

been popular. Among all its crystal jewellery,

shop retailing and opt for self-service

its first men’s watches and cufflinks, with

the current best seller is the Spangle

three lines inspired by three different styles.

Splendour Bangle, which is currently listed

Key models include the ‘MC-98’, which is

onboard Cathay Pacific, Singapore Airlines,

inspired by Monte Carlo, and the ‘Adrenalin’,

Dragon Air and Philippine Airlines. It is an

which embodies the world of racing.

eye-catching piece, thanks to its chunky

merchandising units for many brands.
According to Kennedy, this allows
the passenger to easily interact
with the brand and self-select,

Versace is introducing a range of Destiny

size and array of crystals in various colours

take up little floor space, and

watches with tiny precious stones, including

and shapes. “Customers, especially young

encourage impulse purchase

blue, pink and yellow sapphires, as well as

people, are looking more into individualism

and incremental sales.

green emeralds and red rubies, which move

and they would select jewellery which

“For Aviator and Avalanche,

freely under glass with every movement of the

matches their style and character rather

we’ve put together floor,

carry a good number of skus yet

wrist. There’s also a new collection of cufflinks,

than being based on brands,” said Ng. “For

counter and POS display units

rhodium-plated silver jewellery and a line

those who are looking for more elegant

that enable the customer

extension in its best selling Reve collection.

and luxurious jewellery, the 18K Tahitian

to really interact with the

“For watches, colour is very popular at the

Pearl is always a good choice. Pearls are

brand – look, touch, feel –

moment,” said Kennedy. “Colour is very

very well received globally and Tahitian

while for inflight we came up with

much in trend, both for men and women.

Pearl is always considered to be exotic

As mentioned above, last year we launched

and mysterious.” Toscow is also currently

Avalanche, which not only offers a variety

developing a new line of jewellery that

of colour options, but innovative packaging.

features a watch.

technology – even spot them in advance and

We have also introduced new models within

Two of Clogau’s strongest performing pieces

be ahead of the rest.”

the Aviator range, which offer coloured,

are ones that have also been phenomenally

a small, lightweight box ideal for

05
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the bar trolley,” said Kennedy. “It’s also
important to keep up with trends and
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06

successful in travel retail; the Fairy Locket

promotions during the key sales seasons.”

and the Butterfly Locket. “These pieces have

Clogau is now listed onboard Cathay Pacific,

performed so well because the inspirations

All Nippon Airlines, Qantas and Dragon Air,

behind them are accessible and appealing

and plans to expand into airport spaces to

to such a wide customer base,” said Butler.

investigate the booming domestic markets

“However, they are uniquely Clogau from the

in China. “The strategy is to make great

design execution, the rose gold detailing and

products that link in with our story and our

the touch of rare Welsh gold in every piece.”

Royal connection,” said Butler. “The fact that

Clogau will continue to expand its Royal

Welsh gold is so rare and may run out in the

collections throughout the year and plans to

next five years is a challenge but also gives us

work more closely with its new international

an angle to focus on. The airlines are telling

partners to create collections that will work

the travelling world about our story, now it’s

well in their respective markets.

time to show everyone else what we can do.”

With the price of sterling silver on the rise,

According to Toscow, the best opportunities

some suppliers are looking for alternative

in travel retail at the moment are onboard

materials to help keep costs down and

cruise liners. “With more and larger cruise

consumers happy. “In order to produce high

ships being built and the sea holiday

quality and fashionable accessories at an

becoming more affordable, we expect this

affordable price, we will introduce some

would be the sector which would generate

stainless steel accessories as alternatives,”

good growth within the industry,” said Ng.

said Chaves. At the same time, the brand

For Tateossian, the way forward is simple:

is investing in expanding its range where

“Customers will always be engaged by

appropriate. For example, in its jewellery range,

interesting and exciting packaging. Combine

in addition to the traditional gold and silver,

this with a desirable product which,

Equss is launching a rose gold collection.

hopefully, they have never seen before, and
you have a winning formula.”

Sparkling opportunities
In terms of where suppliers see themselves
by the end of the year, many are banking
on finding a niche for themselves and for
strengthening that reputation.
“I believe there will be a filtering of the category
and that only unique brands with creative
designs will survive,” said El Mona. “Space for
‘me too’ products is definitely shrinking.”
Frey Wille is working harder on increasing
its transaction value in order to compensate
on the lower number of passengers and its
design team is constantly coming up with
new, attractive creations.
Misaki is also thinking more strategically.
“Travel retail clearly tends to become a
strategic market for jewellery and watches,
especially for Misaki which is among the

BUTler:
"In order for a
brand to ensure
longevity it must
build advocacy
and loyalty with
consumers, and
consumers
respond to
brands on
many levels."

top jewellery brands in this sector,” said
Arneodo. “Globally, 2010-2011 has been
a really good year as we opened in many
new countries and airports, including those
in the United Kingdom, at the prestigious
Harrods department store, as well as in
Greece, Armenia, France, South America,
China and the Middle East. Our current
strategy is mainly to strengthen our existing
locations and to keep the POS dynamic with

05 Exhibiting to a wide audience is one of the key tools
that Equss uses to promote its brand. “To showcase
our products and visual materials at the biggest shows,
such as TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, means
we are able to deliver our brand image to the world and
within the travel retail field while communicating with
our potential buyers and customers directly,” said Alex
Chaves, managing director, Equss.
06 Tateossian’s leather bracelets are very popular,
particularly with its male customers.
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Riedi: “The consumer confidence essentially
influences the buying decision. If a consumer is not
confident of your offer or services, you lose them.”

Inbound tourism
provides major
boost for
AP retailers
As regional travel retail industries continue to emerge
from the global economic downturn at differing rates,
and on the back of a highly successful 2010 driven
largely by a sharp increase in inbound tourism, Asia
Pacific has come to the fore as arguably the most
resilient region. Ryan Ghee reports.
The strength of the Asia Pacific
region is highlighted by the full-year
2010 industry results, as outlined
by Generation Research. Following
a globally difficult 2009, the last full
calendar year saw the duty free and
travel retail industry advance by
+13% year-on-year, equating to a
total retail value of US$39 billion.

that South Asia led the way (+14%), followed
by Southeast Asia (+12%), Northeast Asia
(+11%) and The Pacific (+5%). One of the
standout performers was Singapore, which
welcomed an all-time high 11.6 million
visitors – a year-on-year increase of
+20%. Hong Kong also received 36 million
visitors over the course of the 12 months;
the first time that the number of arrivals
has surpassed the 30 million mark.

18 – TFWA DAILY

When this is further broken down to reflect

This increase in inbound tourism to the

regional performances, the figures show

region has been driven largely by the

that Asia Pacific was the best-performing

positive state of consumer confidence.

region, enjoying sales growth of an

Nielsen’s ‘Global Consumer Confidence,

impressive +22.1%. This compares to +15.9%

Concerns and Spending’ report for Q4

in The Americas; +15.1% in the Middle East;

2010 outlined that out of the 52 countries

+11.9% in Africa; and +4% in Europe (which

analysed, consumer confidence increased

was significantly affected by last April’s

in just 14 of them. Of these 14 countries,

volcanic ash cloud and severe weather at

however, it is significant to note that

both the beginning and end of the year).

nine of them hail from Asia Pacific.

The striking duty free and travel retail

“The consumer confidence essentially

performance in Asia Pacific has coincided

influences the buying decision. If a

with a notable increase in inbound tourism.

consumer is not confident of your

According to the Pacific Asia Travel

offer or services, you lose them,”

Association (PATA), tourism arrivals in the

explained René Riedi, chief operating

region increased by +11% overall in 2010

officer, Region Eurasia, Dufry.

compared to 2009. Further analysis reveals

Operator of more than 1,140 stores

asia pacific tourism update
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across 41 countries, Dufry last year

“In terms of spending power, we recognised

opened its first stores in Shanghai,

the extraordinary year-on-year sales

China, which helped to contribute to a

growth from the PRCs, which currently

+9.7% rise in turnover versus 2009.

rank as the number one nationality in

Riedi continued: “We have worked hard

our sales breakdown. Thus, we came

globally to instil this confidence in our

out with strategies to capitalise on PRCs

organisation by assuring our consumers

spending ability by extending attractive

that our products are genuine, our team

offers on skincare and makeup.

is earnest understanding their needs,

“Recognising the increased spending

our prices are competitive and most

power of a number of travellers more

importantly, the consumer has a platform

than three years ago, we started a luxury

to communicate with us should they wish

fragrance/skincare section at two of our

to do so.” This has been achieved partly

Megastores to introduce niche/high-end

through the launch of initiatives such as the

premium beauty/fragrance brands.” Por

global customer service programme and

added that this “positive effort” has since

the Dufry Plus One training programme.

resulted in sales and spending growth.

While global duty free and travel retail sales advanced by +13% in
2010, Asia Pacific led the way with impressive annual growth of
+22.1%. This was largely driven by an overall increase of inbound
tourism to the region of +11% year-on-year.

King Power Group is another of the leading

Importance of PRC

retailers to have reported a positive 2010,

Nuance-Watson Singapore also reported

and Sunil Tuli, King Power Group (Hong

strong growth in 2010, with “total tourist

Kong) managing director (duty free and

sales” closing +18% against 2009. “The

travel retail) echoed the importance of the

primary nationalities which fuelled our

role that consumer confidence has played.

beauty sales were Asian – in the lead

“Consumer confidence is obviously very

were PRCs (People’s Republic of China),

important,” he said. “A lot of things happen

at one fifth of the total mix, followed

because of what is in the consumer’s mind,

embracing innovation and exploring

that up until 2013, Asia can expect an average

by Indonesians, Indians, Malaysians,

rather than in his pocket. Spending has

further collaboration with suppliers.

annual increase of +7.5% in arrivals, which will

Vietnamese, Thais and Koreans,” explained

increased, and it is a good sign that people

“We are improving our stores, improving

be driven by Southeast Asia with an average

Chillie Por, senior category manager for

are beginning to be more optimistic about

our offers, getting a larger range and

increase of +8% per annum. The association

Perfumes & Cosmetics, Nuance-Watson

the future. Like all retailers, we are also

more luxury products, improving service

also forecasts that intra-Asian traffic alone

Singapore. The company, which will

reaping the benefits of this, bringing in more

and backend systems; it goes on and

will increase by +7.5%, resulting in more than

soon be integrated with Nuance-Watson

high-end and luxury to the consumers.”

on. Suppliers can help obviously, with

76 million additional arrivals to Asia by 2013.

Hong Kong to create a single regional

As inbound tourism to the Asia Pacific

better terms, more innovation, etc.”

Should the forecasts come to fruition, duty

structure, currently operates 27 outlets at

region is expected to further increase,

A report by PATA – entitled ‘Asia Pacific

free and travel retail operators in Asia Pacific

Singapore Changi International Airport.

Tuli outlined the importance of both

Tourism Forecasts 2011-2013’ – predicts

can brace themselves for a bright future.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Unique, airy
creation
made of Swiss
chocolate
Chocobloc Air from Chocolat Frey
is irresistible. Thanks to its sweet
characteristic and Swiss airiness it is
the only one of its kind in the world.
This ideal gift is what your
consumers have been waiting for:
now they can surprise their loved
ones at home with a seductively
sweet and unique product.

Chocobloc Air by Chocolat Frey stands for
true Swissness, which is highly regarded
all over the world. This feature is also
presented in the attractive wrapping of
shimmering metallic red alongside gold foil
printing and tactile embossing.
You will indulge in a generous portion of
sheer bliss or you can surprise your family,
friends and colleagues with this sweet
delicacy from Switzerland.

Chocobloc Air consists of finest quality milk

A whole lot of Switzerland in a handy

chocolate, which is a Swiss speciality. Airy

format, The Number 1 seal refers to the

excellence made by Chocolat Frey.

bubbles make the chocolate melt deliciously

quality and the importance of our brand in

The story of Chocolat Frey Corporation

in your mouth and enhance your enjoyment.

Switzerland.

is almost as old as Europe’s chocolate

This heavenly Swiss airiness is added to

Thanks to the practical unit of 11 x 27

industry itself. What began as a small

almond, honey and nougat - a world first.

grams (297 grams), Chocobloc Air is the

family business back in 1887 is now part

now. All Chocolat Frey products are made

The appealing size of the individual pieces

perfect culinary delight when you travel

and parcel of Swiss daily life. Chocolat

from the finest ingredients in a careful

and package makes this product a perfect

and an ideal treat to have at home for

Frey is the No.1 chocolate manufacturer

and sophisticated process, and all the

gift as well as a treat for yourself.

any occasion. This makes Chocobloc

on the Swiss market, and has enjoyed

company’s products are still 100% made in

A world first in an attractive wrapping

Air another perfect example of Swiss

international success for several years

Switzerland to original Swiss recipes.
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dubai duty free

01

Dubai
Duty Free's
continued
growth
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a similar way by offering a 25% discount

Sports sponsorship

on a wide range of merchandise. “We hear

In February, the Dubai Duty Free Tennis

of so many people planning to travel for

Championships attracted the top players and

Christmas holidays on 20 December in

a massive global TV audience. The women’s

order to avail of the offer. It is also a day of

no. 1, Caroline Wozniacki, won the WTA title,

celebration for our employees and there is a

while Novak Djokovic, the world no. 2, beat

fantastic party atmosphere on the shop floor

Roger Federer in the final to win the ATP

on that day,” said McLoughlin.

title. McLoughlin said: “We have decided to

Among the strongest performing categories

retain the tournament at the Dubai Tennis

this year are perfumes and cosmetics – up

Stadium and are currently looking at plans

by +18% and +20% respectively, with watch

on how to expand the seating capacity there,

sales up by an impressive +39% and gold by

but we are very happy to stay on the site

+18%. The top-selling category, liquor, is up

which is ideal for this event.”

+17%, while electronics have shown a +16%

In April, Dubai Duty Free returned to the UK

increase. “Looking at the figures, it is clear

with its race sponsorship in Newbury for the

that travellers are more willing to spend

Dubai Duty Free Stakes, and once again the

again and are looking at non-essential

meeting was graced by the presence of Her

items once more,” McLoughlin commented.

Majesty The Queen. “Almost 20,000 people

“We have to also acknowledge the Chinese

attended the race meeting that weekend

passengers who are consistently among the

and the media exposure was very good,”

high-end spenders we have right now, and

commented McLoughlin. “Our next major

we have to ensure that we have the right

event is the Dubai Duty Free Irish Derby at

products and enough Chinese staff to cater

the Curragh racecourse, which is one of

to those travellers.”

the top European races with huge media

Dubai Duty Free is continually tweaking its

interest. We have created a festival of sorts

product range. It is, for example, looking at

around the race meeting, which includes a

the fashion offer in Terminal 3 and will be

golf tournament and summer ball at the K

introducing new brands, including Bulgari

Club. In August, we will return to Ascot for

(leathergoods and accessories). According

the Dubai Duty Free Shergar Cup, which is

to McLoughlin: “It is important that we

a team event, and then the racing season

keep things evolving and to anticipate

ends for us back at Newbury in September.

passenger needs.”

Back in Dubai we will have our Dubai Duty

The revamp of the offer in Terminal 2 is a

Free Golf World Cup taking place after the

great example of how effectively the new

MEDFA meeting, on 23 and 24 November,

design and extended product range has

and I am sure that we will have a great deal

resulted in positive sales. The operator is

of interest from the industry once again.”

also aiming to increase arrivals sales in
both T1 and T3.

Dubai Duty Free remains the world’s single
largest airport retailer, with sales of US$1.27
billion in 2010. Further growth to US$1.4 billion
is forecast in 2011. Colm McLoughlin, Managing
Director, Dubai Duty Free, outlined the operation’s
strategy for continued success to Ross Falconer.

The opening of Concourse 3 at Dubai
International Airport next year will add a
further 8,000sqm of retail space and will
result in Dubai Duty Free’s total offer rising
from 17,000sqm to 25,000sqm. “We are
not looking at any dramatic changes to
our product range and line-up, but again,
we will be reassessing this in line with the
passenger profile,” explained McLoughlin.

01 15 April 2011: Her Majesty The Queen attended the
Dubai Duty Free Stakes at Newbury Racecourse for
the third consecutive year. Pictured with The Queen at
the paddock were John Warren, Her Majesty’s Racing
Manager, and Dubai Duty Free officials headed by Colm
McLoughlin, Managing Director, accompanied by his wife,
Breeda McLoughlin, Salah Tahlak, Director-Corporate
Communications and Sinead El Sibai, Manager-Events,
Advertising and Media Relations.
02 Sales growth is being seen across all three terminals
at Dubai International Airport and across all categories.
Figures for April show +14.7% growth compared with the
same period last year.

Sales growth is being seen across
all three terminals at Dubai
International Airport and across all
categories. Dubai Duty Free’s first
quarter sales increased by +13%
year-on-year, while figures for April
show +14.7% growth compared with
the same period last year. Terminal 2,
which is chiefly home to flydubai, has
recorded a sales increase of +25% for
the year-to-date.
“This is predominantly due to the
refurbishment that we carried out in
Terminal 2 just recently, which included a
revamp of the Perfumes & Cosmetics areas
and general streamlining of the main cash
points. The passenger profile at Terminal 2
has changed and we have altered our retail
offer accordingly,” explained McLoughlin.
Sales in Terminal 1 are up +12% year-onyear and in Terminal 3 by +15%.
Dubai Duty Free marked its 27th anniversary
on 20 December 2010 with a daily sales
record of an incredible US$18.5 million,
and will celebrate the 28th anniversary in
20 – TFWA DAILY
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Show opens
The exhibition opened in spectacular style yesterday
morning, with the lion dance, which is traditionally
performed to welcome guests to auspicious
occasions. The performance is intended to bring good
luck to the show and ward off evil spirits.

Busy
start
for
Braun

The new all-black Braun stand is being
presented in Singapore for the first
time and it highlights the new branding
concept, which extends to the freestanding presentation units and the product
packaging. Specifically designed packaging
for inflight sales has also been introduced.
Mellin said: “The free-standing units have
given a boost to sales in the stores where
they have already been implemented.”
A vast range of shavers is being showcased
on the stand, and there is also a focus on the

Braun has enjoyed a busy first day in the

new Silk-épil 7 Dual Epilator.

exhibition with a high level of interest being

While Korea is currently the biggest

expressed in both the latest electronics products

individual duty free market for Braun, Mellin

and the company’s new branding concept.

explained that sales figures across the

Having met with companies from various

entire region are doing “very well”. This, he

countries – including India, Pakistan and Sri

explained, is largely driven by the appetite

Lanka – Klaus Mellin, sales agent, travel retail

for high quality products made in Germany.

& special markets, explained that the company
has already received “very positive feedback”.

Stand E13
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Rossetti
family
style

Bracelets
for men
The trend for men’s bracelets has become a new
worldwide phenomenon according to Robert
Tateossian. As managing director of Tateossian,

New exhibitor

he is perfectly placed to monitor the movement.

Fratelli Rossetti is hoping to expand its

“Men’s jewellery has always been a strong

business in Asia and believes travel retail is

component for our brand. However,

an excellent platform for increasing visibility

bracelets are fast becoming the best sellers

and awareness.

around the world,” he said. With carriers

“We are expecting to meet a lot of new

including ANA and Saudi Arabian Airlines

prospects here at the show,” said Giovanni

selling the stylish accessories, Tateossian’s

Bonatti, director general, Fratelli Rossetti.

research and development strategy

“People in Asia appreciate the rich heritage

has certainly paid off. “They are not just

of the brand and handmade Italian-made

from large shoppers to passport holders,

bracelets,” said Tateossian. “Each evokes a

pieces fetching up to US$12,000 have recently

bags and shoes are highly desirable."

featuring Fratelli Rossetti’s trademark hand

memory, whether it is a gift from a loved one

been bought on the domestic markets in Las

Buyers are sure to appreciate the travel

stitching and with prices starting at EUR295,

or something you wore on a beach in Brazil

Vegas and London. This week, Tateossian’s aim

retail exclusive range of jacquard bags,

it’s affordable luxury at its best.

– there is always supposed to be a meaning

is to establish corner spots in airport shops.

which is based on the best selling shapes
and styles in its leather line. With everything

Stand K9

behind it.” There is an exclusive Talismanic
Collection for duty free. However, bespoke

Travel
Blue's
unique
service

Stand L21

charge. Consumers can register their unique
product number online and if the item is lost,
anyone who finds it can enter the number on
the website, find out who the product belongs
to, and contact them by email.
Jonathan Smith, head of travel retail, said:
“We wanted to talk to the airport authorities
because of the Free-Lost-Found service,
which really is a unique selling point.
Usually we would just talk to the retailers,
so it’s great to have the opportunity to speak

As well as meeting with buyers on its stand,

to the airport authorities as well.”

the Travel Blue team is also making the

In addition to a range of new travel

most of the ONE2ONE meetings at this

accessories – including adaptors and laptop

year’s show to promote the benefits of its

bags – new presentation concepts are also

Free-Lost-Found service.

being highlighted, such as the Spinning Pillar

The service allows consumers to trace and

display and the innovative Standalone Kiosk.

find their valuables all over the world, should
they be misplaced, and it is completely free of

Gold rush

Stand D1

Lacoste inflight
Lacoste is previewing its forthcoming

They make our overall offer much

The British Royal Wedding has given

inflight range, as well as showcasing an

more appealing and complete.”

Clogau another reason to celebrate as

array of new products at TFWA Asia Pacific

Key lines from the new Fall/Winter fashion

the Duchess of Cambridge’s welsh gold

& GATE ONE2ONE. The company is keen to

collection, as well as the latest Lacoste

wedding band has sent the popularity of

build its inflight distribution and is in the

Kids ranges, are also being presented.

the specially-mined metal it uses in its

process of developing a new collection for

jewellery through the roof.

inflight worldwide, which will be presented

“Usually we see two major sales peaks

in September at TFWA World Exhibition

during the year – at Christmas and

in Cannes.

around Valentine’s Day. But with the

Devanlay has secured agreements to

Royal Wedding, it's like we’ve had two

offer three new categories within its

Christmases this year,” said managing

travel retail ‘Lacoste Area’: watches

director Ben Roberts. Indeed, Clogau is

from Movado, sunglasses from Marchon,

outperforming many perfume brands

and jewellery from the GL Group.

onboard Qantas.

nationwide distribution in the countries in

Catherine Bonelli, international travel

“We launched in the US via QVC, on the day

which we have a point of contact.”

retail director, said: “We are really

of the Royal Wedding, which has been very

The most popular piece in travel retail is

delighted to be able to add these new

effective,” continued Roberts. “Travel retail

the Fairy Locket, which retails for around

products to our travel retail portfolio.

is also an important route to new countries

US$150.

All perfectly complement the Lacoste

and while we are currently sold on a lot
of airlines in Asia, our next goal is to get
22 – TFWA DAILY

Stand B8

fashion wear and leather-goods ranges
with the same distinct style and spirit.

Stand H19

exhibition news
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Meeting Asian demands
Goldkenn has so far received multi-

event is very good because everyone is

national interest in its variety of chocolate

here and you have the chance to meet

products, some of which are designed

people from everywhere in Asia. I’m here

specifically for the Asian market.

to listen and to understand the needs

Following meetings on the first day

of the Asian market because it’s not the

with companies from Indonesia and

same as Europe or North America.”

Taiwan among others, Jessica Guzzo,

Having received great feedback on the Chinese

marketing manager, said: “It’s important

New Year product this year, Goldkenn will

to be here to meet the people from this

also introduce a special gifting product for

region and to understand the business

Chinese New Year 2012 later this year.

and understand what people want.
“Asia is a very strong market and this

Stand N18

Toscow in
paradise

Ven Lam, director). “The layers of
coloured crystals give a 3D effect and
the designs allow light to shine through,
highlighting the colours even more.”
All of Toscow’s rings are adjustable,
which makes them great for gifting. Its
jade collection, which is selling well

Toscow’s new paradise Garden collection

onboard Cathay Pacific, Dragon Air and

appeals to a wide range of consumers, with

Thai Airways has also been a bonus.

everything from an eye-catching bangle to a

“We are now going to try and expand

dainty pendant.

our business in Europe,” said Ng. “We

“This collection is the second

prefer a shop-in-shop. However, our

generation of our popular enamel

self-serve wall units and gondolas,

collection as buyers wanted to

which allow shoppers to feel and touch,

see something similar but with a

are very effective.”

difference,” explained Francis Ng,
general manager (pictured left with

Stand L29
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Building on succesS
Tequila Corralejo is presenting its newest

line is very popular in Shanghai,

products to the Asia Pacific market as it

Beijing and elsewhere in China.”

seeks to further expand in the region.

Among the new products being presented

Meetings on the first day of the exhibition

are the Corralejo 99,000 Horas tequila.

with Vietnamese, Malaysian and Filipino

The name – 99,000 hours – refers to

companies suggest that interest in both the

the length of time from the start to

established and existing products is high. In

the end of the production process.

fact, Raffaele Berardi, the company’s CEO,

Berardi added: “I’ve been coming to

explained that the Tequila Corralejo line has

Singapore for nine years now and

already enjoyed great success in China.

we have reached a certain level of

“Our product is one of the products

confidence with our customers.”

that has passed the test in China,” he
said. “It has been outstanding and the

Stand A15

Targeted
advertising

Ink’s Targeted Advertising service (TAD)
is an integrated solution for dynamically
generated advertising.
Arnaud Fauvarque, international travel
retail manager, Ice-Watch, said: “In order
to sustain the Ice-Watch growth in Asia,
we always seek new and smart ways to

Ice-Watch yesterday announced a partnership

communicate with our current customers

with Ink that is designed to deliver targeted

and prospects. TAD makes it possible to

messages to more than half a million Tiger

target prospects with a high purchasing

Airways passengers each month. By placing

power and evaluate the performance by

advertisements on print-at-home boarding

tracking their behaviour at the point of sale.”

passes, Ice-Watch can now target Tiger

Jeffrey O’Rourke, chief executive of

Airways passenger segments with specific,

Ink, added: “This is a breakthrough

relevant and timely messages. It is designed

in terms of connecting companies

to enable them to keep the Ice-Watch brand

with travellers. Relevant advertising

in front of passenger’s minds throughout the

messages are delivered directly to each

reservation process and travel journey, making

passenger with guaranteed exposure.”

it a great way to promote the product to get
sales on board or in airport retail outlets.
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Big hopes
for mini
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is the introduction to the cigar smoking
category for many smokers. They get the
small cigars to start with, then they buy
the more premium cigarillos, then they get
to the machine-made cigars, and finish off
with the 1888.”

Villiger CEO Peter Witzke has big hopes for

He said: “In Europe we have a range of

the new Mini range of cigars that is being

products that are at the lower price end. In

launched at the show. Witzke said: “We

Asia we don’t want to go down that route –

have high expectations that it will account

we want to stick to the pure small cigars.”

for between 5% and 10% of our sales.” This

Witzke said Villiger is the number one cigar

compares with Villiger’s flagship range – the

brand in Asia – selling 25 million units, but

1888 – which accounts for half of its sales.

this represents 2% of the 1.3 billion cigars

Villiger Mini is available in three flavours

it produces a year. He said there was huge

– Vanilla, Espresso, and Sumatra Classic.

potential to expand in the region.

Witzke said: “Asia is very wide open to
flavoured cigars – more so than Europe – it

Stand C22

Comforting news
Sea & Sky Supply says its Clöudz Travel

Sea & Sky Supply MD Gerrit van Til said the

Comfort products are proving a winning

Clöudz range could also prove attractive

combination with its electronic goods in

if airlines begin to charge passengers for

travel retail.

using pillows and blankets on long haul

Business unit manager Rianne van de

flights: “Someone who travels always

Kerkhof said the brand has already been a

wants comfort.”

top seller with Hudson’s bookshops in the

Van de Kerkhof said Sea & Sky Supply is

United States. She said: “Electronics is the

using the show to focus its attention on

hardest market in travel retail with margins.

retailers in all the main airports in Asia

If you can offer the Clöudz range, with the

Pacific, with a special focus on India.

electronics, retailers can offer a whole range
– it’s a good combination.”
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Luxurious
leather
Bally is presenting the Trainspotting product
line from its Men’s Accessories Collection,
which includes bags, belts and shoes. It is

white/black webbing. For Spring/Summer

exhibiting for the first time at TFWA Asia

2011, Bally has also introduced an Atlantic

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE to strengthen its

Blue colour.

position in Asia Pacific, which is a growing

Bally reports a busy first day in the

market for the brand.

exhibition with many scheduled meetings.

All styles are available in brown with red/
white/red webbing, and in black with black/

Stand HS09

Agio’s
Asian
success
Agio Cigars’ main focus here at the show
is to extend its portfolio in Asian duty free
markets. Marcel Michels, vice president
marketing & sales, said that a key focus is
the Balmoral Churchill Tubos, which are

World
class

machine-made in the Dominican Republic
and are a real after-dinner cigar. They
are sold in boxes of three cigars. Michels
explained that they are already on sale in

Diageo is continuing to work towards its

Malaysia, Hong Kong, Macau and Cambodia.

ambition to double the Total Beverage Alcohol

He said: “Balmoral Churchill Tubos is

category from US$6 billion to $12 billion. “We

designed specifically for this region. The cigar

will continue our focus on brand building in

culture in Asia is for bigger, longer cigars.

the travel retail channel including supporting

Asia Pacific is strong growth region for Agio

the launches of some new products and

Cigars. Our range is growing fast and China

exciting innovations, however, a key driver

and Hong Kong, in particular, are very strong.”

for future growth will be to accelerate our

Balmoral Churchill Tubos has also

partnership with our customers to unlock

been introduced in Europe.

category growth through initiatives aimed at

Agio Cigars reported a full agenda

driving footfall and conversion,” said Edward

of meetings on the first day of

Mirana, regional marketing manager – Asia

the exhibition, both with regular

Pacific Diageo GTME.

customers and potential new ones.

He continued: “We’ll be focusing on four

Stand F5

areas in terms of initiatives and working
closely with our retail partners, as well as
airport authorities, in order to do this:
Ease of Shop – working with customers to
derive optimal value from the category and
helping consumers and shoppers easily
navigate the travel retail environment.
Promotional Activations – creating engaging
activations both on-concourse and in-store
to appeal to consumers and shoppers and
give them a compelling reason to want to
shop in duty free and purchase our brands.
Retail Transformation – creating and
developing world-class retail environments
with our retail partners to give consumers
a great experience when shopping. Gifting
– generating triggers for travellers as a
reminder to buy a gift when travelling.”
Diageo’s World Class bartender competition
continues to go from strength-to-strength.
Cocktail architect Richard Gillam was mixing
drinks at the stand yesterday.

Stand F30
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A fresh
start
Jean-Charles Brosseau has recently
refreshed its entire range of perfumes by
modernising the brand image and taking
back control over its distribution channels.
“My father, who founded the company,
launched Ombre Rose – an oriental,
powdery floral – in 1981 in New York and it
was an instant hit,” said Benoit Brosseau,
president, Jean-Charles Brosseau. “It was
totally different to the apple and patchouli
based scents that were around at the time –
as was the art deco inspired bottle it came
in. The brand grew very quickly, but over the

Fig fever

years we lost some control so we have now
regained our power.”

different floral based scents for younger

Jean-Charles Brosseau also has two new

While it was a challenge to update all the

women, as well as a Collection Homme for

novelties that it is privately showing to

distribution around the world, Brosseau’s

men,” he said. “Our goal now is to maintain

buyers, so be sure to stop by if you would

hard work seems to be paying off. “We have

popularity of the brand, which is positioned

like a glimpse.

Nougat London, which is making its debut

also launched new novelties for women

between the niche and selective segments

at the show this week, is seeing a rise in the

called Fleur D’Ombre, featuring three

and we will expand step-by-step.”

Stand Q1

popularity of fig as a fragrance.
“It is sophisticated rather than fruity, which
makes it a popular choice with women all
around the world,” said Philippa Thomas,
brand development manager, Nougat London.
It comes as no surprise that Thomas’
favourite product in the range is the Fig
& Pink Cedar Body Silk. However, buyers
will also be pleased to discover a complete
range of products especially suited to travel

Butlers'
Asia
ambition

retail arranged on a counter top in the
middle of the stand.
“We already had a Flight Companion set

Butlers Chocolates is using its first

featuring a lip balm and hand sanitiser,

appearance at TFWA Asia Pacific &

which is ideal for travel retail, but we also

GATE ONE2ONE to highlight its ongoing

have numerous scents, body and bath

expansion into the Asia Pacific region.

products which would work extremely well

Since being named ‘Best Supplier of the

in this channel,” said Thomas.

Year’ at the Frontier Awards in 2009,

The toiletries range was originally born

the company’s travel retail sales have

out of Nougat Clothing, which launched in

boomed and as well as continuing its

1990. The idea was to offer our customers

expansion in Europe, the Asia Pacific

an indulgent little luxury and the collection

region has been identified as a key part of

has grown from there,” said Thomas. “The

the future strategy.

feedback has been really positive so far and

“We’ve had five or so very good meetings

Karl Marnane, sales director.

run our Cafes in this region”.

we are open to any opportunities that come

during the first morning. Everyone is

Over 20 of Butlers’ Chocolate Cafes

The company is also working on new

our way, from pop-up shops to concessions.”

very positive and we now have someone

have already been opened, ranging from

products specifically for the Asian traveller.

based in Singapore, which makes the

London to Karachi, and Marnane said

follow-up process much easier,” said

“we’re now trying to find local partners to

Stand A2
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Protege’s
long-term Golden
approach day
The Gold Silk team had a day of meetings
with “A-class” buyers from the region as
Showcasing its range of tobacco products

it continues to expand following a hugely

and spirits, Protégé International chairman,

successful year.

Andre Levy, explained that his team has

The jewellery company has gone from

explained, the fully integrated nature of the

already received a high number of visitors.

having a single airline listing to 24 listings in

company – Gold Silk controls every step of

“We’ve already been very busy,” he said.

the last 12 months in the Asia Pacific region.

the development and manufacturing process

“There seems to have been a change in

Mike Bowden, director Asia region, said:

– is something that appeals to potential

trend in recent years, as there are fewer

“Today has been a particularly fabulous

clients, as the products can be specifically

fixed appointments but far more drop-

day because of the quality of the duty free

tailored to suit their own demands.

in visitors.” Outlining that a “long-term

retailers that have been to see us.”

business approach” is being implemented

As Nasib Thabet, the company’s CEO,

Stand N1

in the Asia Pacific region, Levy added that
interest in the products has been driven by
the fact that both tobacco and spirits are
included in the product portfolio. Among

Time
for men

the tobacco products are the After Hours,
High Roller and Five and Dime lines, each of
which boast a distinctive packaging concept
to set it apart from the competition.

Selective
growth

The spirits collection, meanwhile, comprises

After 18 months in the making, Misaki’s new

Having recently opened in Moscow

the award-winning The Wild Geese Irish

collection of men’s watches and cufflinks

Sheremetyevo Airport’s new Terminal

Whiskey Collection – the only super

has been unveiled. There are 18 skus and

D – its second door in Russia – and with

premium collection of its kind.

three different style families; 7 (which is

a new space at Cyprus Airport’s new

edgy and elegant), MC-98 (a glamorous line

terminal, Pal Zileri is selectively growing

named after the postal code of Monte Carlo)

its business in key markets around the

and Adrenaline (featuring sporty designs).

world. “We are pinpointing destinations

“Some offer dual time, which is ideal for travel

where we are strong in the local markets

Stand L35

ELLE world

retail, while the others are chronographs,”

and are exploring opportunities in travel

Buyers from King Power Traveller and Cebu

said Cedric Baubet, head of sales and partner,

retail from there,” said Mohammed

Air were visiting the ELLE (Topbrands) stand

Misaki. “The feedback has been very positive

Snoussi, travel retail director, Pal Zileri

yesterday afternoon with a view to ordering

so far, but while buyers are lining up the

(pictured here in the middle with travel

pieces from the ELLE Time and ELLE

orders we are eager to see how the product

retail manager Monica Bellini, left, and

Jewellery Collections. Also attracting attention

actually sells, as that is the true test.”

Chiara Coro, right). “For instance, we are

was the brand new ELLE Girls and L by ELLE
display tower, which has been made especially

Stand G31

very well-known in China, where we have
26 boutiques, so we would definitely

for duty free shops. “ELLE magazine is very

like to build our travel retail business

well known in Asia,” said Tammy Gorali

in the region.”

of Topbrands (pictured second left). “Our

Qatar is another focus for the brand

collections combined offer a glimpse into the

– it hopes to be a part of New Doha

world of Elle, which is for independent, stylish,

International Airport when it opens in 2012.

elegantly cool women.” A popular piece is the

“Our sportswear does particularly well

Clock Lock watch, which boasts removable

in this channel and we usually offer a

straps and can be turned into the shape of a

mixture of raincoats, sports jackets, ties

padlock to clip onto your clothes or bag.

and small leather goods,” said Snoussi.

Stand A29

Stand H18
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Focus on
quality
Frey Wille is intent on building up business in
its key markets – Asia Pacific, the Middle East
and Russia. Having recently opened a shop-

Bacardi
Together

in-shop a Beirut Duty Free. Wessam El Mona,
director duty free worldwide general manager
Middle East & Africa, is now brainstorming
ways to work in duty free in Bahrain.
“Despite all that is happening, we believe
there are still business opportunities as
the problems are temporary,” he said.

Bacardi Global Travel Retail celebrated the

“We would like a space in New Doha

launch of its new visual identity – Bacardi

International Airport.”

Together – last night. Aude Rocourt, regional

Its luxurious display cabinets mirror the

director for Bacardi Global Travel Retail in Asia

brand’s modern, high-end image and the

Pacific, said: “Bacardi Together is the relaunch

latest collection of products is inspired by

of the brand worldwide. It means a new visual

the artistic work of Klimt. “The hard work

identity for the brand in stores, as well as

really begins when the products reach the

advertising.” Bacardi’s regional jewel in Asia

store,” said El Mona.

Stand J30

Affordable luxury

Pacific is Baron Otard Cognac, for which it
is introducing a beautiful crystal decanter –
this will be an exclusive with Sky Connection
in Hong Kong for the first month.
Another of the regional jewels is the

Parker L.A.T.R. is continuing its return to

are sold alongside premium accessories

Bénédictine liqueur. Last year was the 500th

travel retail with plans to create up to 30

– including leather bags at around $600,

anniversary of the brand. Meanwhile, from 1

new shop-in-shops across the Asia

wallets at $200, and belts for $150.

July, Rocourt is moving from her current role

Pacific region this year.

Hita said: “Parker is the most well-known fine

as regional director for Bacardi Global Travel

Jean-Charles Hita, president fine writing

writing pen in the world. It is an affordable

Retail in Asia Pacific to become travel retail

and luxury accessories, said there are

luxury and that is an advantage to us. The world

regional director for North and South Europe.

already 110 stores globally. Hita said the

is very volatile – you can have a financial crisis,

Paul Francis, who is currently the marketing

shops are positioned alongside fashion

or a bomb – if you just deal in the premium

director for Bacardi Japan will succeed Aude

goods, rather than being placed with

luxury range, you can have a problem.

as regional director for Asia Pacific.

Stand E19

Stand D22

Boosting
brands

display appeals to children, while on the

stationery in airport shops. Parker pens,
which range in price from $30 to $300,

other it is aimed more at young adults.
It’s a new way to communicate
with passengers.”
Among the new products to be featured
on the Ferrero stand is the travel retail
exclusive 144g Happy Hippo Kinder

Airport milestone
JT International is about to reach an

free, said: “For us it is a win-win situation.

important milestone with the opening of its

You create a smoke-free airport for the non-

300th airport smoking facility this year. The

smokers, while producing a quality place

company started renovating and creating

for the smoker. It’s good for the retailer

new smoking lounges and cabins around

too, because people stay in the airport. If

the world in 2003 and its latest renovation

you don’t have a smoking lounge people

has just been completed at Bali. JTI – whose

will remain outside – then rush through to

brands include Camel, Mild Seven, and

check-in. We have also found that people

Winston cigarettes – has a replica of the

would rather have a stop-over at an airport

latest generation of smoking lounges on its

where they can smoke airside than fly to one

stand in Singapore.

where they cannot.”

Santiago Llairo, JTI’s director of corporate
affairs and communication worldwide duty
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Ferrero Travel Market Division is

Chocobox, which sells for around $7.

boosting the profile of its brands with

Losacco said Ferrero has also come up

exclusive travel retail displays for its

with imaginative ways to sell its Nutella

Kinder, Ferrero Rocher, and

range at airports. It is available in $2 30g

Nutella ranges.

pots, or a seven-day pack for $15 – plus

General manager Giannicola Losacco

a special 5kg size for sale on arrival.

said the Kinder range featured the
Kinderino character: “On one side the

Stand L8
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Patrón’s
Asia Pacific
success

International Airport. Asia Pacific is the
fastest-growing region for Patrón and one
in which it sees significant opportunity.
Year-to-date sales in Asia Pacific are up
+150%, with the addition of new airports
and also a growing portfolio. Patrón XO
Café has also recently been launched
at Singapore Changi Airport, where it is
doing phenomenally well.

Patrón Spirits recorded impressive growth

John McDonnell, COO, The Patrón Spirits

of +200% in Asia Pacific duty free last

Company, said: “We are having huge

year. It is currently present in 12 airports

success with all of the duty free operators

in nine countries in the region, with Kuala

with which we do business.” He added

Lumpur being one of the latest. Indeed,

that Hong Kong, China and Japan present

news from the show floor yesterday was that

huge opportunities for Patrón.

the Patrón XO Café ultra-premium coffee
liqueur is to be available at Kuala Lumpur
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Prasad Gopalan, chief commercial officer, Malé
International Airport in the Maldives, said: “We just
took over the airport six months ago. We are building
a brand new terminal that will open in 2014.” Gopalan
said that he is using the show to look at luxury brands.
“Most of the visitors to the Maldives are premium highend tourists. Forever the UK has been the single most
important source of tourists – last year it changed and
became the Chinese.”

Nick Sadhwani, executive vice president,
DFS. “So far we have met our regular suppliers
and we have seen the new products we
are set to launch during the second half of
2011. We are particularly looking to expand
our watches and sunglasses segments.”

Chris Shoobert, operations manager
for Duty Free Stores Australia, said the
show is an opportunity to examine new
trends. “We are looking at the future.
Our business is in Australia and New
Zealand in particular, but Chinese visitors
are starting to come direct. 60% of our
business is already from Japan.”
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Kien Siong Chan, buyer, AirAsia. “I am attending
for the first time this year and so far I have found
the show very insightful. There’s a lot to see and it
gives you a different perspective on what we can offer
the passengers onboard our low-cost airline. I am
investigating a wide range of products.”

Jacqueline Chang, concept manager for fashion,
LS Travel Retail ASPAC. “This is my first time here.
I’ll be having more meetings in the next two days,
but the meetings we have already had have been
positive. It’s a good way for us to make contact
with potential clients for future projects.”

Fred Park, chief buyer, GIA-GG, merchandising
team, Lotte Duty Free. “This show provides a good
opportunity to get to see the new products and
also some products from other brands that you
don’t always get to see. One thing I have noticed
is that more and more confectionery companies
seem to be coming to this show in Singapore.”

VICTORIA WILKINSON
Designer
victoria@pps-publications.com

GRANT PRITCHARD
Photographer
photography@grantpritchard.co.uk

Sunrise
Duty Free
(Shanghai)
Our apologies for the
incorrectly captioned
picture in the Tuesday
issue of the TFWA
Daily. This is, of
course, Sunrise Duty
Free (Shanghai) – the
main duty free retailer
at Shanghai Pudong
Airport. Shanghai
International Airport
Co is participating
in the ONE2ONE
meetings service.
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